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BIG BILL GURNEY
Alias "Big Bill, the Queersman"

by BOB COCHRAN

He made it his business to become ac-
quainted with the dealers in counter-
feit money in the towns along the
Canal, and within a few years he was
actively participating in the trade. Bill
eventually moved to New York City,
where the opportunities for larger
profits in counterfeiting existed. One of
his first projects was an arrangement
with William Brockway to produce
plates for counterfeit notes of the Bank
of Fishkill, Fishkill Village, New York.
Brockway produced the plates and
Gurney managed to place a few thou-
sand dollars of the counterfeits in cir-
culation. Shortly thereafter, Brockway
was arrested and traded his freedom for
information about the scheme. The
printing operation was raided and the
plates and other material were cap-
tured, along with the men who were
producing the notes. Apparently
Brockway did not finger Gurney in the
deal, and Gurney was not arrested.

When the U.S. government began is-
suing currency during the Civil War,
this offered counterfeiters an enormous opportunity, and they
took every advantage of it. These new notes were being released
throughout the country, and the general public was now re-
quired to recognize them along with the thousands of state
bank notes in circulation. The counterfeiters realized quickly
that these notes would be unfamiliar to the average person,
and they began counterfeiting the "Postal" or fractional cur-
rency and the legal tender notes.

Bill Gurney was involved with producing one of the most de-
ceptive counterfeits of these, the $50 legal tender note. Counter-
feits of three issues were produced, New Series 1, Act of Feb. 25,
1862, dated March 10, 1862; New Series 1, Act of March 3, 1863,
dated March 10, 1863; and New Series 2, Act of March 3, 1863,
dated March 10, 1863. According to one source, over one-half mil-
lion dollars of these notes were successfully placed in circulation.

The National Counterfeit Detector describes the counterfeit
dated March 10, 1862 as follows: "Dangerous. Engraving of por-
trait very good. Buttons on Hamilton's coat are not as distinct
as on genuine. In lower part of figure "0" in large counters "50"
on each end of note a white line crosses that figure "0"; in coun-
terfeit it does not. On back, in border, small "50's" are inclosed
in lines—octagonal—but on lower left end of note two of these
octagonal forms lap!' Counterfeits of the later issues are
described, "One of the most dangerous counterfeits ever is-
sued. On genuine, on back of note, small "50's" in border are
surrounded by octagons; on counterfeits they are circles. Two
of these circles on lower left border are run together, omitting

cipher, which makes figures read "550".
Gurney was arrested by agents of the

Secret Service, but he was released. A
common practice of the authorities at
the time, often used by the Secret
Service, was to offer freedom or a lesser
sentence in exchange for information
or testimony that would capture a
"bigger fish!" Many times counterfeiters
were released in exchange for the
plates, to get the source of the bad
notes off the market. Some of the early
detectives employed by the Secret
Service were apparently agreeable to
deals allowing criminals to go free in
exchange for "good money!'

Bill Gurney had a gambling habit,
and he eventually lost all of his ill-
gained fortune. He attempted several
"comebacks," but none worked very
well. He was involved with issuing the
counterfeit $10 from the Highland Na-
tional Bank of Newburgh, New York.
These notes, however, were poorly ex-
ecuted, and soon gained notoriety; as a

result they were refused by the public.
In August of 1870 counterfeit $20 notes of the National Shoe

and Leather Bank of New York City were noticed in circulation.
The new Chief of the Secret Service, Col. H.C. Whitely, put his
operatives in New York to work on them and they were led to
Bill Gurney. Gurney was induced to meet with an undercover
agent to sell him $3,000 of the counterfeit notes for $18 per
hundred. Whitely himself and another agent were present, and
Gurney was arrested.

Gurney was convicted of uttering and dealing in counterfeit
money, and sentenced to ten years in the King's County
Penitentiary and to pay a fine of $3,000. True to form, Gur-
ney made a deal with his captors in the hopes of shortening his
stay in jail. He informed on his source, one Joshua D. Miner,
who was a contractor with political connections. The story
gets complicated after that, so we'll save it for another time.

B ILL Gurney was born in Saratoga County,
New York, in the first half of the nineteenth
century. As a young man he was employed

on a boat plying the Erie Canal, and it was here that
he first became involved with counterfeiting.
Counterfeit notes were quite common in the East
at the time, and Bill soon learned of the potential
profit available to those who dealt in this com-
modity.
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Face of the counterfeit note issued by Bill Gurney (second issue). Notice that
the buttons on the coat are not as easily distinguished.
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Bach of the genuine $50 legal tender note, first obligation. Notice that the de-
vice surrounding the "505" is an octagon. Notice also that there is a slight run-
together of two of the devices at the lower left, but that both "50s" are clear

Face of the genuine $50 legal tender note, first issue, dated March 10, 1862.
Notice that the buttons are distinguishable on this note.

Back of the genuine $50 legal tender note, first obligation. Notice that the de-
vice surrounding the "50s" is an octagon. Notice also that there is a slight run-
together of two of the devices at the lower left, but that both "50s" are clear.
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